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General 

The Nile basin is the kernel of human civilization. Ethiopia and Egypt are two of the very few 
most ancient Nation States on planet earth.  Ethio-Egyptian relations date back to prehistoric 
times and are intertwined with culture, religion, trade, and above all with the Red Sea and the 
Nile River. These relations were more often cordial (at least on the surface), and sometimes 
confrontational. 

Since the second half of the 20th century, both Egypt and Ethiopia navigated through rough 
political trajectory firstly switching their ideology orientation from West to East followed by a 
reverse alignment. Egypt had three wars with its neighbor Israel and Ethiopia too had two wars 
with Somalia, a disastrous long civil war to be finally followed by a war with Eritrea.  

Presently, Egypt is facing security challenges from armed ‘religious’ insurgents in the Sinai 
Peninsula  in the east and another similar challenge is brewing close to its western border, inside 
Libya. Both Insurgent groups have taken oath of allegiance to the Islamic State in Iraq and the 
Levant (ISIL alternatively known as ISIS or IS). Ethiopia too has a security threat from Al-
Shabab of Somalia, an offshoot of Al-Qaeda.  To Ethiopia, there is also a potential spillover 
security threat from the nearly failed States of Eritrea, Somalia and South Sudan.  

Mainstream western media is busy reporting the disgustingly heinous crimes orchestrated and 
committed by ISIL. The beheading of US journalists, Japanese aid workers and Jordanian pilot 
received wide coverage.  The abduction, mistreatment and mass slaughtering of religious 
minorities and anyone deemed opponent to ISIL in Iraq and Syria is unbelievably high. Add on 
this the destruction of museums, records, antiquities, etc. of archaeological and historical 
significance that the world cannot in anyway recover. It seems report of the horrific news across 
the globe emboldened ISIL and is busy adding more monstrous information in its propaganda 
outlets. Through this action, ISIL has systematically used mainstream western media, albeit 
indirectly, as its best outlet to reaching out its sympathizers in the West.  

How come a human being in the civilized 21st Century beheads innocent and defenseless fellow 
human beings? Are these ISIL men alien or subhuman? Or what kind of ideology drives them to 
do so? Imagine abducting innocent workers from Sirte town of Libya, mistreating them for 
months and beheading all the 21 Coptic Egyptian Christians and using this act as propaganda to 
spread fear? Horrendous! Inhuman! 

Taking a lesson from what innocent Iraqis and Syrians faced in the last few years, Egypt is 
preparing for a tough war to defend itself from the monstrous ISIL. This force has already won 
half of the war in the entire Middle East and North Africa (MENA) Region merely through the 
spread of fear propaganda by posting beheadings using the internet and the echoing mainstream 
media. But, Egypt seems prepared only in the military front relegating the counter propaganda. 
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Military buildup and new alignments 

Following the overthrow of Mohammed Mursi, Egypt’s political rift as well as security situation 
deteriorated fast. Insurgents in the east have been targeting security personnel. As recently as 
January 2015, President Abdel Fatah Al Sisi had to cut his Ethiopia visit shorti following the 
tragic death of more than 30 Egyptians, most of them military personnel. Security has been high 
on the agenda of Egypt for at least the last two years. 

Coincidentally, Egypt’s major arms supplier, the USA, (following a crackdown on supporters of 
ousted Mursi), temporarily frozen its annual USD 1.3billon military aid to Egypt. In related 
news, Egypt’s Middle East alley, the anti-Muslim Brotherhood Saudi Arabia is ‘distancing’ itself 
from USA for reasons related to the policy of President Obama administration in responding to 
the crisis in Syria and Iran’s nuclear program.  

President Sisi exploited the situation and concluded a USD6 billion arms dealii with France and 
USD3.5billioniii with financing from Saudi Arabiaiv and UAE. The list of arms procurement 
consists of attack helicopters, MiG fighter jets, advanced S-300 air defense systems, Kornet 
antitank weapons, sea to land missiles and related armamentv. Following the beheading of 21 
Copts, Egypt responded in kind striking targets of the ISIL affiliate inside Libyavi.   

President Sisi has also reiterated about the need for a joint force in attacking ISIL Libya. The 
Qatar based Al Jazeera reported stating that Sisi made public an undergoing rumor about a joint 
force formation consisting of Egypt, Saudi Arabia, UAE and Kuwait. This can be taken more 
than a rumor when one takes note of the air force strikes inside Libya by the joint forces of Egypt 
and UAE back in August 2014.  It seems Libya is becoming a show of force between Qatar and 
the other four Arab countries supporting the Tripoli based group (Libya Dawn) and the Tobruk 
group (East Libya group dominated by Generl Haftar) respectively.  

Egypt and its Arab allies seem determined to win not only ISIL Libya but also the Qatar 
supported group controlling the capital Tripoli. Given its population and military size, Egypt will 
contribute the lion’s share of the human capital. The finance with some air power support will 
come from the rich gulf countries. Definitely, this will not be an easy task to engage with. It 
requires Egypt to revisit its military strategy, to train and retrain thousands of military personnel, 
above all to get prepared for the enormous life and material cost it requires for winning the war. 

It is also true that in the absence of western forces in the ground, these rich gulf countries and 
their weak neighbors may desperately need Egyptian involvement in their fight against ISIL at 
their back yard. They may also need Egypt’s military as well as strategic leverage in countering 
the Iranian influence that started fast engulfing Yemen, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia’s Shia 
dominated east. Aside from fighting ISIL Libya and ISIL Sinai, Sisi will use the joint Arab force 
as a future reserve in fulfilling his political and strategic ambitions. 

The aftermath scenario 

Given the preparations of Egypt with the support of her Arab allies, the near consensus of the 
international community in attacking ISIL (albeit reluctant to deploy forces in the ground), Egypt 
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can weaken the insurgents in Sinai, in Libya as well as the Tripoli based group. But, the big ISIL 
in Iraq and Syria may stay intact quite for some time until external as well as internal socio-
political and economic conditions in areas under its control ferment to a level of necessitating 
upheaval from within. Even when ISIL Libya and that in Sinai are weakened, they may not be 
fully rooted out.   

Experience for the last 15 years has clearly shown that however sophisticated war machines one 
may deploy, winning a war with groups attaching religion as an ideology is almost impossible. A 
case in point is War on Terror. A seemingly simple engagement initially, it could not meet its 
intended purposes of wiping out Al-Qaeda. Al-Qaeda is still an existential security threat and the 
War on Terror has somehow contributed to the coming up of more franchised and formidable 
forces of Terror. This being a fact, Egyptian lead fight against ISIL in Libya and Sinai may not 
be successful in winning this similar intractable war. 

Paralleling Egyptian and Gulf Arabs coalition efforts, Iranian influence in the Middle East and 
the intervention of Qatar in the greater MENA region and Horn of Africa will continue unabated 
in the foreseeable future. A combination of these and similar factors may, at least loosely, 
cement the Arab coalition force to prevail for sometime in the future. 

Given the regional and international understanding about ISIL, the group will sooner or later face 
a formidable larger coalition force to ultimately get it weakened and/or its force completely 
dismantled. Unfortunately however, unlike conventional warfare, such wars do not yield pre-
definable success output that is foreseeable from the outset. It can be conclusively stated that the 
Arab coalition forces will ultimately come out with nothing tangible from this intractable war. In 
this case, Egypt and her allies may use their coalition and the combat tested military for the 
following political and strategic purposes. 

Scenario I: Strategic maneuvering against Ethiopia and other Nile Riparian states 

Soon after averting the present danger of ISIL, President Al Sisi will definitely use his modern 
military armament and ISIL tested military force in maneuvering his political and strategic 
objectives. Like any politician, he will try his level best to bridge the polarized domestic politics. 
For Egyptians, there is nothing an ingrained binding force than the issue of Nile waters. 
Exploiting this situation will definitely be a viable option for his political survival.  

So far, President Sisi’s relation with Ethiopia is cordial with all diplomatic composure. Unlike 
his predecessor, he had given no negative comments on Ethiopia and the dam under construction. 
This makes him a very tough and unpredictable person. Taking note of this, it can be rightly 
argued that if the right time comes, he will show his true self by inciting hyper-nationalist views 
at home in pressuring and if need be in forcing Ethiopia.  

David Schenker and Eric Trager  in their policy analysis POLICYWATCH 2218 of the Washington 
institute website statevii , 

http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/experts/view/schenker-david
http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/experts/view/trager-eric
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“….Cairo is reportedly seeking air-defense systems from Moscow -- potentially including advanced S-300 
missiles -- as well as MiG fighter jets and Kornet antitank weapons.” 

“….Riyadh's decision to fund $5 billion in Russian and French weapons for traditional U.S. clients is an 
unmistakable sign of Saudi discontent with U.S. policy on sensitive regional issues, particularly Iran, 
Syria, and Egypt. Continued U.S.-Saudi discord may enable Cairo to procure unprecedented, highly 
advanced, and controversial weapons systems despite objections from Washington and Israel.” 

“….Moscow's close relationship with Ethiopia will help Cairo address concerns regarding the 
construction of the Renaissance Dam on the Nile.” 

Analysts further say “Egypt’s priorities right now should be all about counterterrorism operations, both 
in the Sinai and the Nile Valley. Russian helicopters fit the bill, though S-300s and Sea-to-Land Missiles 
obviously do not.”viii 

At this point, it is appropriate to question that why is Egypt amassing these advanced, game 
changing military hardware? To fight ISIL only? A big No! 

In the ISIL aftermath, having a battle tested military and support of rich Gulf States, Sisi will try 
his level best to exploit the Nile issue in his best interests. What else can he do with the advanced 
MiG Fighter jets, S-300s air defense systems, Kornet antitank weapons and Sea-to-Land 
Missiles?  Sisi is not foolish to confront the sophisticated Israel and Iran. Rather, his first target 
in this case will be Ethiopia.  

So far, in his relations with Ethiopia, Egypt’s Sisi has been using semi-sane soft power option.  
But the aftermath of ISIL will highly likely add the quasi-military and military with a 
brinkmanship strategyix. The use of Isayas with the support of Egypt may be high on the agenda. 
An addition to the military strategy at this time may be attacking Ethiopia with Sea-to-Land 
Missiles from positions in the Red Sea. Also, while opposing dams in Ethiopia, Egypt’s USD 2 
billion financing pledgex for construction of a dam in South Sudan can be seen as part of an 
overall strategy to encircle and pressure both Ethiopia and Sudan. Given Egypt’s present 
economic woes, what else purpose can this pledge have? Is Ethiopia prepared for the scenario 
under consideration? The writer leaves this question to the security and military strategists. 

Scenario II: Trimming Qatar and its allies 

Qatar is embarrassing the other Gulf States, particularly Saudi Arabia, in more than one 
occasion. As Medhane Tadesse had eloquently presented it in his article titled “Qatar and the 
Horn”xi, Qatar supports Hamas in Palestine, Tripoli group in Libya, Muslim brotherhood in 
Egypt, Isbolah in Lebanon, Insurgents in Somalia, etc. On the other hand, Saudi supports Fatah 
in Palestine, the Tobruk group in Libya, President Sisi in Egypt, government in Beirut and the 
central government in Somalia, etc. Qatar supports Al Beshir’s Sudan and president Al Beshir is 
aligned with Ethiopia on the issue of Gran Renaissance Dam on the Blue Nile. Recently, Qatar 
has also built cordial relations with Ethiopia.  
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Trimming Qatar will thus be in the interest of the Saudis that get continually embarrassed and 
Egypt will be pleased in having a slot to pressure both Sudan and Ethiopia. How the trimming 
will be done and when it will be is yet to be seen. 

Scenario III: Countering Iranian influence 

Iran is continually increasing its influence in the Middle East and beyond. Their support to 
Bashir Al Asad of Syria and Isbolah of Lebanon is long known. They have also an active hand in 
Iraq. Iranians are now coming to Yemen through the Houtis. Bahrain’s ruling elite is fragile and 
will ultimately succumb to Iranian influence. The Shia dominated east of Saudi Arabia is 
showing clear fault lines of departure. Iranian influence is progressing from the Persian Gulf to 
the Red Sea all the way to the Mediterranean Sea. The ruling families of the Gulf Arab states 
need Egyptian hands in countering this assertive and progressive influence.  

Will the coalition persist and meet its intended purpose of countering Iranian influence? It 
remains to be seen. 

Conclusions 

Under the guise of fighting ISIL, Egypt is enormously getting armed. The armament under 
procurement is far more advanced and will have other strategic rebalancing objectives. Primarily, 
Ethiopia and Sudan should take appropriate note of the situation and carry out their own 
preparedness. Qatar, Iran and even Israel may be challenged in the ISIL aftermath. 

God bless the Children of the Nile! 
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